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Abstract—Near Threshold Voltage (NTV) operation offers
reduced energy consumption with an acceptable increase in
delay for targeted applications. However, increased Soft Error
Rate (SER) has been identified as a significant concern at NTV.
In this work, tradeoffs are evaluated regarding use of spatial
redundancy to mask increased SER at NTV. We show that
conventional spatial redundancy techniques such as N Modular
Redundancy (NMR) can exhibit higher mean delays than simplex
arrangements due to increased sensitivity to Process Variation (PV)
exacerbated at NTV. The implications on energy consumption
and delay for benchmark circuits implemented using 45nm
and 22nm Predictive Technology Models (PTM) are evaluated
through simulation. Results indicate that the energy overheads
of NMR systems in near-threshold region tend to be slightly
higher than the expected N -fold increase in cost for nominal
voltage operation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Improvement in power efficiency of CMOS circuits is
desired due to thermal limitations associated with technology
scaling. This power wall restricts the number of simultaneously
activated components, e.g. the percentage of active cores
within a many-core processor die. In this regard, supply voltage
(VDD) scaling is widely recognized as the most effective lever
to reduce power dissipation / energy consumption for CMOS
logic devices.

Total energy consumption is determined by dynamic and
static energy components which are both dependent on VDD.
The dynamic energy has a quadratic relationship with VDD,
whereas the static energy has a linear dependence. Taken
to an extreme, VDD reduction would encounter theoretical
limitations around a value that is twice the thermal voltage,
i.e. about 36mV [1]. However, down-scaling the supply volt-
age below the transistor threshold voltage Vth specifies an
operating region exhibiting a highly undesirable exponential
increase in delay. Thus, leakage energy begins to supersede at
a certain point, such that designs utilizing this Sub-Threshold
region have much more limited applicability. Hence, operation
in the Near-Threshold region is sought, as it provides an
energy-efficient operating point. Here, the VDD is set to be
slightly above the Vth of the transistors to provide a 10X
delay improvement compared to operation in the sub-threshold
region with only a 50% reduction in energy savings [1]. Taking
all of these factors into consideration, NTV can be preferred
to provide up to 6X energy savings as compared to operating
at nominal voltage [1], [2].

While NTV offers an attractive approach to balance energy
consumption versus delay for power-constrained applications
such as high-performance computing [1], it may also introduce
reliability implications. In particular, radiation-induced Single
Event Upsets (SEUs) which cause soft errors are expected to
increase at this operating region [3],[4]. These errors may man-
ifest as a random bit flip in a memory element or a transient
charge within a logic path which is ultimately latched by a
flip-flop. While soft errors in memory elements are feasible
to detect and correct using Error Correcting Codes [1], their
resolution in logic paths typically involves the use of spatial
or temporal redundancy which allow area versus performance
tradeoffs [5]. In this paper, we propose to utilize the well-
accepted spatial redundancy technique of modular redundancy
to mask soft errors in logic paths.

The contributions of this paper are:

• Impacts of Variability on NMR Systems at NTV:
identifying the increased impact of PV at NTV for
45nm and 22nm based NMR Systems, and

• Cost of Redundancy at NTV: expressing the delay
cost of NMR systems at NTV for common values
of N within a given energy budget at nominal supply
voltage.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II establishes the need for mitigating soft errors in logic
paths, and evaluates them for the NTV operating region.
Section III develops a generic framework to quantify the
level of protection established through error masking schemes.
Section IV quantifies the effects of variability and provides
relevant insights into the low-energy benefits of near-threshold
operation for NMR systems. Section V evaluates voltage
guard-banding to achieve these benefits while accommodating
variations in NMR arrangements. The experimental results for
these conditions are presented in Section VI in terms of NMR
energy and delay performance. Finally, conclusions and future
work place the results into the context of current considerations
and future trends.

II. SOFT ERRORS IN LOGIC PATHS

The contribution of soft errors in logic paths as opposed
to memory elements is becoming significant as the supply
voltage is scaled down to the threshold region. It was predicted



in [6] that the SER of logic circuits per die will become
comparable to the SER for unprotected memory elements,
which was later verified through experimental data for a
recent microprocessor [4]. Operation at NTV is expected to
exaggerate these trends. For instance, [4] states that SER
increases by approximately 30% per each 0.1V decade as VDD

is decreased from 1.25V to 0.5V. In the NTV region, it is
shown through both simulation and experiment at the 40nm
and 28nm nodes, that SER doubles when VDD is decreased
from 0.7V to 0.5V. Primarily, the critical charge needed to
cause a failure decreases as VDD is scaled and SER has an
exponential dependence on critical charge [4]. Such trends
are consistent with decreasing feature sizes due to technology
scaling [7].

In logic paths, there are three inherent masking mecha-
nisms that prevent the propagation of a spurious transient pulse
along a path towards the input of a flip-flop/latch, where it may
be registered to cause an error [6]:

1) Logical Masking: occurs when a transient pulse does
not affect the computation in other gates along the
path towards the output for a given input vector,

2) Electrical Masking: due to the attenuation of the
glitch as it passes through subsequent logic gates, and

3) Latching-window Masking: occurs when the gener-
ated glitch does not occur within the setup and hold
time window of the flip-flop.

It is evident that logical masking effect is not impacted by
operation at lower voltages. However, as operating frequencies
at NTV are expected to be low, it has been suggested that
pipeline stages consist of fewer gates to regain lost throughput.
This will consequently lower the benefit of both logical and
electrical masking. In addition, the electrical attenuation is
lowered at low supply voltages as large pulse-width transients
are created. However, there is a positive effect on masking
due to latching-window masking as operating frequencies are
lowered. The latching-window masking is also dependent on
the design of flip-flop utilized [4], where some designs show
more SER immunity as compared to others. Overall, reduced
pipeline depths, technology scaling, and voltage reduction
can be anticipated to have detrimental impact on logic SER.
Thus, there is a need to develop effective soft error mitigation
techniques for reliable NTV operation.

III. SOFT ERROR MASKING AT NTV

The SER in logic paths can be reduced by schemes such as
gate-sizing [8] or dual-domain supply voltage assignments [9]
to harden components which are more susceptible to soft-
errors. These techniques tradeoff increased area and/or power
to reduce SER of the logic circuit, but may not be able to
provide comprehensive coverage. For instance, SER reduction
of only 33.45% is demonstrated in [9] using multiple voltage
assignments. One option identified for masking soft errors is
spatial redundancy, and in particular the readily-accepted use
of Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR), as being effective for
mitigating soft errors. TMR is considered to be appropriate for
applications which demand immunity to soft errors and also
are able to accommodate its inherent overheads.

Spatial redundancy is often employed in mission-critical
applications to ensure system operation even in unforseen
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Fig. 1. Propagation delay of TMR system under increased Process Variations.
Same functional modules have spread in their worst-case delays. Overall delay
of the system is determined by Eq. 1.

circumstances, such as autonomous vehicles, satellites, and
deep space systems [10],[11],[12]. It is also been employed
in commercial systems such as High-Performance Computing
applications [13] where significant increase in compute node
availability is sought. Here, use of compute-node level redun-
dancy at the processor, memory module, and network interface
can improve reliability by a factor of 100-fold to 100,000-fold.

As depicted in Figure 1, spatial redundancy involves repli-
cating N instances of a circuit module and obtaining the ma-
jority output via voting element. Hence, N is typically chosen
to be an odd number to preclude outcomes which are ties. The
output of a spatial redundancy arrangement can be considered
to be correct whenever the majority of the instances produce
identical and valid outputs. Identical yet invalid outputs in an
NMR system with a multiple-bit word output require the tran-
sient(s) to impact distinct NMR instances at the corresponding
functional locations to manifest identically incorrect outputs.
In the case of an isolated Single Event Transient (SET) in
an NMR system during a computation interval, the resultant
soft error is masked. However, if more than one bit is upset
then a Multi-Bit Upset (MBU) results. Spatial MBUs occur
when a single particle upsets multiple bits which reside within
the same physical neighborhood. Temporal MBUs occur when
two or more particle strikes independently upset distinct NMR
instances. MBUs may still generate a diagnosable error from an
NMR word-wise voted output. In such scenarios, word-wise
voting can be advantageous compared to bit-by-bit voting [14].
Finally, even though spatial MBU feasibility has increased due
to technology scaling, non-planar devices offer a means to
reduce SER. For example, 22nm Tri-Gate technology is shown
to reduce neutron and alpha-particle induced SER at nominal
voltage on the order of 1.5-fold to 4-fold and in excess of
10-fold respectively, compared to a 32nm planar process [15].

Under nominal operating conditions, the energy consump-
tion of NMR systems is about N -fold as compared to simplex
(N = 1) systems which lack soft error masking capability.
This paper explores the tradeoffs of operating NMR systems at
NTV beyond processor caches where a low-complexity means
for improved resilience compared to error correcting schemes
has been sought [16],[17]. For cache memories, Orthogonal



Latin Square Codes (OLSCs) have been employed to encode
orthogonal groups of checking bits without syndrome gener-
ation, yet enable recovery with majority voting, and further
extensions to Variable-Strength Error Correcting Codes (VS-
ECCs) have been employed which combine the use of ECC
and memory tests to ensure reliable cache operation under
aggressive voltage scaling [18]. Herein, we concentrate on
NMR for logic paths as opposed to memory elements.

IV. NMR SYSTEMS AT NEAR-THRESHOLD VOLTAGE

Nanoscale devices are susceptible to process variations
created by precision limitations of the manufacturing process.
Phenomena such as Random Dopant Fluctuations (RDF) and
Line-Edge Roughness (LER) are major causes of such vari-
ations in CMOS devices [19]. The increased occurrence of
PV results in a distribution of threshold voltage Vth. As the
Vth increases, the increase in switching time affects the delay
performance of the circuit. Such variability is observed to
become magnified by continued scaling of process technology
node [19]. For example, the effect of RDF is magnified as
number of dopant atoms is fewer in scaled devices such
that the addition or deletion of just a few dopant atoms
significantly alters transistor properties. In addition, a large
impact in circuit performance occurs as the transistor on-
current is highly variable near the threshold region [3]. Recent
approaches for dealing with increased PV at NTV in multicore
devices include leveraging the application’s inherent tolerance
for faults through performance-aware task-to-core assignment
based on problem size [20]. Variation impacts at NTV on
cache reliability have also been developed to leverage adaptive
methods to dynamically adjust error control strength [21]. In
the remainder of the paper, we restrict our discussion to show
how these PV effects combine in NMR systems of logic
datapaths to exhibit a higher mean delay than simplex systems.
Stated alternatively, NMR arrangements require a more-than-
linear increase in energy in order to obtain a delay which is
comparable to its component module.

While operation at NTV can be seen to increase PV by
approximately 5-fold as quantified in [1] for simplex arrange-
ments, the effect in NMR systems has not previously been
investigated. In the case of an NMR arrangement, it can be
expected that the worst-case delay will exceed that of any
single module. For instance, the delay of TMR system shown
in Figure 1 is 2.8ns, which is determined by the worst-case
delay out of all instances. Generally, if the worst-case delay
of an instance i of NMR system is τi, then the overall delay
of NMR system τNMR is given by:

τNMR = max
1≤i≤N

(τi) + δ (1)

where δ represents the delay of the voting logic, which con-
tributes directly to the critical delay. Furthermore, the chance
of having an instance with higher than average delay increases
with N , which has been validated through experimental results
quantified in Section VI. Overall, these results are in agreement
with distributions of 128-wide SIMD architectures demon-
strated in [22], whereby the speed of the overall architecture is
also determined by the slowest SIMD lane. Herein, we focus
on the performance of NMR systems as compared to simplex
systems, with 3 ≤ N ≤ 5.
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Intra-die variations for both 22nm and 45nm technol-
ogy nodes are simulated using the Monte-Carlo method in
HSPICE. A viable alternative approach for simulating PV
at NTV is also proposed in [23], which captures both the
systematic effects due to lithographic irregularities and the
localized variations due to RDF. In the current paper, each
module in an NMR arrangement can be anticipated to exhibit
comparable spatial variability due to the relative proximity of
its module instances in the physical layout. Thus, the scope of
this work focuses on random variation impacts while die-to-die
variations would comprise future work.

The random effects are modeled through the variation
in Vth caused due to RDF and LER effects. The standard
deviation σVth values are adopted from [19] which range
from 25.9mV to 59.9mV for 45nm process and 22nm process,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the mean delay for inverter
chain for commonly-used values of N . It is observed that
the performance impact for 45nm technology node is around
10.6X on average at 0.5V for simplex system. However, it
reduces to 6.29X when the voltage is increased to 0.55V .
The performance impact for NMR systems with N = 3 and
N = 5 tend to follow the same behavior. This is in agreement
with the near-threshold performance results noted in [1].

Results in Figure 2 indicate that the mean delay is slightly
higher for NMR systems and tends to increase with N . The
spread in mean delays between simplex and NMR systems
also increases with increased variability effects notable at NTV
as shown in Figure 4. However, more values are clustered
closer to the mean when N is increased. This is observed
through delay distribution in Figure 3 for VDD = 0.55V
whereby the mean values are increased causing right-shifted
peaks for N = 3 and N = 5 compared to simplex while
the variances are decreased causing narrower spreads. In addi-
tion, the performance difference between simplex and NMR
systems at 22nm technology node is magnified due to higher
values for the coefficient of variation for 22nm technology
node as compared to the 45nm technology node as noted in
Figure 4. For instance, the mean delays for the 22nm node
with N = 3 and N = 5 are 1.16X and 1.24X the mean
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delay for a simplex system respectively at the same voltage
of 0.55V . Whereas, in contrast, for 45nm technology node
the difference is only 1.06X and 1.09X for N = 3 and
N = 5 systems respectively. These numbers tend to be higher
when operating very close to the Vth of the transistors due to
increased variations.

Furthermore, the amount of variability is also dependent on
the length of the logic datapath, i.e, the number of gates in the
critical path. For instance, it is noted in [22] that the variability
decreases as the length of inverter chain increases. However,
as pointed out earlier, logic datapaths operating at NTV
may be structured to have relatively smaller depths. Herein,
alternative synthesis techniques are demonstrated which can
lower the amount of variability at NTV. For instance, it is
observed that the variation is also dependent on the type of
logic gate utilized. Figure 5 shows that functionally-identical
inverter chains built using NAND2 gates exhibit the least
amount of variation, having inputs tied together to realize the
same function as an INV gate. Furthermore, various TMR
arrangements are considered utilizing diversity of NAND2 and
INV gates in Figure 6. Again, all of these TMR arrangements
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are functionally equivalent, yet exhibit different amount of
variability. For example, 22nm TMR arrangements based on
NAND2 gates exhibit about 13% less variation as compared to
a TMR arrangement with INV gates. Now, for our experiments
with the inverter chain, the mean delays for NAND-based
systems are higher than INV-based systems which outweighs
any benefit of reduced variation. Thus, a diversity-enabled
NMR synthesis approach needs to be evaluated with more
functionally-complex benchmark circuits which will be pur-
sued as future work. Here, we restrict our PV analysis to
uniform logic gates which achieve minimal delay.

Since the spread of delay distribution for NMR systems
is narrower as compared to simplex systems, straightforward
techniques to combat performance variability [1] can be used
for NMR systems. For instance, smaller guard-bands are re-
quired to maintain same yield as compared to simplex systems
as demonstrated in the results of this work.
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V. ENERGY COST OF MITIGATING VARIABILITY IN NMR
ARRANGEMENTS

A fundamental approach to alleviate observed delay vari-
ations in the near-threshold region is to add one-time timing
guard-bands [22]. Guard-bands can be realized by operating at
reduced frequency via a longer clock period, or by operating
at a slightly elevated voltage to compensate for the increased
delay variations. This work assumes the latter for comparison
against simplex systems. It is worth mentioning that the scope
of this paper is to deal with soft errors at NTV using spatial
redundancy, thus a straightforward voltage margining scheme
is utilized to achieve same performance as a simplex system
in presence of variations.

To achieve an expected yield of approximately 99% for
NMR systems while achieving the same worst-case perfor-
mance at a fixed NTV of simplex system; the voltage for NMR
system is increased such that the respective delay distributions
have the following statistical characteristics for N ≥ 3:

(µNMR + 3 ∗ σNMR) ≤ (µSimplex + 3 ∗ σSimplex) (2)

where µNMR, µSimplex represent the mean delays for NMR
and simplex systems, respectively, and σNMR, σSimplex rep-
resent the respective standard deviations. The three sigma rule
has the property that nearly all (99.7%) of the instances have
the delay less than (µNMR + 3 ∗ σNMR). Thus, this results
in a high expectation for an NMR system to have same
worst-case delay as simplex system, i.e., the same throughput
performance.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiments are conducted to quantify the energy over-
heads of NMR systems with increased variations due to
operation in near-threshold region. For this case study, MCNC
benchmark circuits of C880 and i5 are utilized. These circuits
are synthesized using Synopsis Design Compiler based on the
45nm PTM-based NanGate open source library [24]. Then, the
synthesized netlist is imported into Synopsis HSPICE tool for
Monte-Carlo simulations. These simulations vary the Vth of
the transistors in the netlist based on a gaussian distribution
having a mean equal to the nominal model card for PTM and

TABLE I. MEAN ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR NMR SYSTEMS WITH
SAME PERFORMANCE AT SPECIFIED NTV OF SIMPLEX (N = 1) SYSTEM

C880 i5
N = 1, VDD (NTV) N=3 N=5 N=3 N=5

0.55V 3.03X 5.06X 3.02X 5.05X
0.6V 3.03X 5.05X 3.02X 5.04X
0.65V 3.02X 5.04X 3.02X 5.04X
0.7V 3.01X 5.03X 3.01X 5.02X

σVth as provided in [19]. Ideally, the σVth can be adapted to
accommodate local and global variations, or their combined
effects as considered in this work.

If the overhead of the voter circuit is considered to be neg-
ligible, i.e. δ = 0, then direct comparisons to simplex systems
are possible. The Monte-Carlo simulations were conducted to
utilize at least 1,000 experimental runs for a single module
within the NMR circuit. Then, the NMR system is obtained
by choosing N random samples from pool of module variants
created by these runs. The module instance with maximum
delay determines the delay of the NMR system indicated
by Eq 1. Similarly, the energy consumption is computed
by accumulating the energy requirement of the selected N
samples operating at a frequency of 1/τNMR. This scenario is
repeated 1,000 times to establish mean values for comparison
to those obtained in an equivalent number of runs for a simplex
system. This simulation framework is illustrated in Figure 7.

A. Iso-Performance Energy Consumption for NMR

Table I shows the mean energy consumptions at multiple
near-threshold voltages for TMR and 5MR systems such that
they have the same worst-case performance as a simplex sys-
tem with yields of at least 99.7%. This is done by ensuring that
the three sigma point for delay distribution of NMR system is
less or equal to that of the simplex system as described earlier.
For comparison purposes, the operating voltage of simplex
system is used as a reference with the values shown in the
Table I. Then, the operating voltage for the NMR system is
elevated from the reference Near-Threshold Voltage (NTV)
assumed for simplex system. Note, all the modules in this
case are assumed to be operated at uniform voltage and are
co-located within the same region of the chip. The elevated
supply voltage results in a left-shift of the delay distribution
towards that of the simplex system. It is seen that only a slight
voltage increase is sufficient for this purpose. For example,
on average 2mV increase is satisfactory to operate a TMR
arrangement based on i5 circuit at comparable delay. This
translates to a mean energy consumption of about 3.02X
which is approximately 1% more than 3X assumed at nominal
conditions.

The NMR energy consumptions as shown in Table I are
not excessive because NMR systems tend to have lower
variation (σ) as compared to simplex systems as demonstrated
in Figure 4. Hence, even though NMR systems exhibit higher
mean delays (µ), their reduced variance necessitates only a
slight increase in reference voltage to meet the delay target
of the simplex system. However, increasing the value of N
to 5 increases the energy consumption slightly due to more
increase in mean delay as compared to a TMR system.



TABLE II. THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY NODE SCALING ON ENERGY
CONSUMPTION FOR NMR SYSTEMS (INV_CHAIN) WHILE MAINTAINING
SAME PERFORMANCE AT SPECIFIED NTV OF SIMPLEX (N = 1) SYSTEM

45nm 22nm
N = 1, VDD (NTV) N=3 N=5 N=3 N=5

0.5V 3.04X 5.07X 3.17X 5.30X
0.55V 3.03X 5.05X 3.14X 5.27X
0.6V 3.03X 5.04X 3.13X 5.26X
0.65V 3.02X 5.03X 3.12X 5.23X
0.7V 3.01X 5.02X 3.10X 5.16X

B. Impact of Technology Scaling

To further analyze the impact of increased variability on
energy overheads of NMR systems, experiments were con-
ducted next with scaled technology node of 22nm PTM HP
model. These experiments are conducted on inverter chains
composed of 26 Fanout-of-4 inverters, which is a similar setup
as adopted in [22]. The energy consumptions with same goals
as defined earlier are listed in Table II as compared to 45nm-
based technology node. The results indicate that the energy
overheads are higher for both TMR and 5MR systems at
more deeply scaled technology nodes. For instance, the 22nm
node-based 5MR system requires 3.94% (on average) more
energy consumption than a 45nm based 5MR system. This is
consistent with the trend of increased variations as noted in
Figure 4 beginning with the 22nm node.

C. Cost of Increased Reliability at NTV

Near-threshold operation allows improved energy effi-
ciency. The energy savings can be utilized for either reduced
power operation or to increase resilience via NMR. Thus,
operation of NMR systems in the near-threshold region allows
for consideration of interesting tradeoffs. For example, increas-
ing N from 1 to 3 can be evaluated as a means to increase
reliability within the same energy budget as a simplex system
operating at nominal voltage. This is valid provided that the
increase in delay, and thus corresponding drop in performance,
is acceptable. Note that this pursuit of increased reliability is
predicated upon the assumption that the source of variability in
the near-threshold region is due to variation in Vth for which
this work is restricted. Further study needs to be performed
to determine the reliability levels provided by NMR systems
in this operating region due to other noise sources such as
variation in VDD [25], inductive noise and temperature [26].

Based on these assumptions, we point out these tradeoffs
in Figure 8. For instance, it shows the feasibility of TMR
operation at approximately 0.69V (operating point B on plot)
on average given an identical energy budget of a simplex
system operating at nominal voltage of 1.1V (operating point
A on plot) while incurring a delay difference of 2.58X .
Similarly, it is possible to achieve 5MR with approximately
0.545V (operating point C on plot) operation on average while
incurring a performance impact of 7.15X . This represents a
greater-than-linear increase in delay as a function of N , as
compared to TMR operation. Thus for mission-critical applica-
tions, this offers insights into tuning the degree of redundancy
facilitated by a near-threshold computing paradigm.

To consider the feasibility of reducing energy consumption
while simultaneously providing soft error masking, we again
observe Figure 8. The energy requirement of a simplex ar-
rangement at 1.1V is about 0.541 pJ, while the TMR curve
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for soft error masking.

at 550mV is only about 0.330 pJ. Thus, a TMR arrangement
at 550mV results in an energy savings of 38.4% as compared
to simplex system at 1.1V. This means compared to a simplex
arrangement at nominal voltage, selecting a supply voltage of
550mV allows for provision of TMR for soft error masking
in the presence of technology scaling while still reducing the
energy requirement significantly.

VII. CONCLUSION

Operation of NMR systems in the near-threshold region
allows for consideration of energy and delay tradeoffs in terms
of N . Redundancy can be seen as a degree of freedom enabled
by decreasing supply voltage. When doing so, it is essential to
consider NMR arrangements’ increased susceptibility to PV.

Further study is worthwhile to determine the reliability
provided by NMR systems in this operating region due to
other noise sources such as variation in supply voltage VDD,
temperature, and aging-induced variations. For instance, it is
pointed out that a further variation of 2X is expected due to
variation of VDD and temperature. However, lower voltage
helps to lower transistor junction temperatures and interconnect
currents which can have beneficial effects on aging-induced de-
fects such as Electromigration and Bias Temperature Instabil-
ity. Furthermore, augmenting the use of temporal redundancy
in the form of timing-speculation circuits to reduce variation
effects and spatial redundancy would also be worthwhile to
investigate.
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